
WRITING A TRACKING SHOT

In the first entry of our new Production Primers series, we cover the basics of writing, planning, and shooting a tracking
shot. On your marks!.

Instead, write something like this. Ironically, then, when an action sequence obliterates too much of the white
space, action can end up reading so slowly that readers are tempted to skim it or even skip it entirely. Too
many shot headings clutter a screenplay and can make a writer appear amateurish. An important exception to
this rule occurs when we start on a closeup or an extreme closeup and pull back to reveal that we're in a whole
new location. Virtually all of the asides and interactions that Henry has during his entrance are conspicuously
absent, as are any specific shots or camera directions. The problem: Because of the narrow column that even
intermittent dialogue makes down the center of the script page, a screenplay often contains a great deal of
white space. Today he is a story analyst with experience in international acquisition, development and
production. Our new Production Primer series will cover the fundamentals of these techniques and show you
what your team needs to consider when writing, planning, and shooting them. Pacing was further aided by
how Tarantino suggested shot length through paragraphing. If either of these are true then you can place
camera direction into your script. As I mentioned earlier, I also have this simple cheatsheet I made exclusively
for Any Possibility that covers all the techniques we discussed today, plus introduces a few new ones. And
now you can also take a deep breath and embrace and study all those old screenplays that are full of camera
angles. Practice With these new ways to write shot composition fresh on your mind, I urge you to go put them
into practice, perhaps even by storyboarding your project if you get stuck, which is something I have my
students do in my free short film writing course, Speedy Screenwriting. You can also use it to set positions for
equipment, props, set dressing, and extras using a built-in clipart library. Jumping up and down? Ahead, a
concrete beam hangs low. This is a pan, probably a push in to closeup, and a wideshot. That is what the
production team is there for, after all! The downside for the writer battling to keep a script's page count down
is that this style uses about twice as much space as leaving the text in a single block. She believes every writer
should challenge themselves by writing in different storytelling mediums. Have your director move through
your existing shot plan with your actors and let them get a feel for the space. Use camera directions rarely and
only for a dramatic or comedic moment. The dazzling, impeccably staged journey of Henry Hill and his date
from across the street, down the stairs, winding through the service corridors and kitchen, and finally out onto
the floor of the iconic nightclub became an instant classic of American cinema. ECU twitching eye. One
director might use a moving master shot, another might use a combination of a wide and two over the
shoulders, and still another might use a dozen different shots, including aerials and inserts. He includes cuts to
the needle, the red dot, and the faces of characters. For example, a single one-sentence paragraph implies one
shot. But they're choking on the smoke. A shot can be quick, long, stationary, sweeping, etc. Three rules of
thumb provide guidance here: 1. Ideally the best way to separate shots for your own sanity â€” at first â€” is to
introduce each new shot as a new paragraph. But the writer should never be concerned about what kind of
shots or how many. Big mistake. He trains his eye on the murder weapon, and puts a match to the curtains.
Here is an example. They know that at this depth, they're fighting for their lives. So a will you be directing this
script, or b were you hired to write the shooting script? Let me provide you with another example from one of
my students: EXT. He states emphatically that there is no such thing as aliens from outer space. Close-Up
Close-ups take the focus away from the world and place it all on the character in the frame. The implication is
that it should play out longer on screen than would say, multiple shots implied in a four-line paragraph. I think
a writer should avoid anything that takes readers out of the read. Michael finds a ramp sloping up toward
daylight and heads for freedom, no longer pursued, piloting the decimated chassis of what was once his proud
home. Here is the same action broken up with intermediate shot headings that correspond roughly to the
various smaller pieces of action that make up the whole sequence: INT. Now let's say we're in the Oval Office,
then we cut to another scene in the same location, but it's 90 minutes later.


